Additionally, a relaxation scheme, Krasnoselskij iteration, is introduced to the fixed point iteration to further improve the stability characteristics and remove the need for fine group flux updates. Both improvements are applied on heterogeneous problems using the SHEM361 and the NG2042 group structures. The results indicate improve stability from a well-informed group mapping and demonstrate the possibility of eliminating the need for fine group flux updates.
Introduction
Deterministic reactor physics methods are currently the industry standard for neutronics modeling and design of nuclear reactors. Deterministic calculations fall into the multigroup energy discretization framework, and their accuracy is entirely dependent upon accurate multigroup cross section data. For today's light water reactors, cores are modeled with sufficient accuracy using a multi-level approach, where several levels of calculations are used to correctly process multigroup cross sections. First, simplistic geometries are modeled with detailed energy dependence; next, several levels of increasing spatial complexity and decreasing energy resolution are performed. The process of moving from a finer energy structure to a coarser energy structure is known as energy condensation. The success of this process is dependent upon energy spectrum effects being localized.
At the first level, evaluated nuclear data is processed into group cross sections. This is done using the NJOY nuclear data processing system [1] . From evaluated nuclear data files, resonances are reconstructed to produce a point-wise cross section.
Next, a self-shielding step is performed. In some cases, this step is performed with NJOY's groupr module, using an assumed flux shape. Fine group cross sections (O(50 − 400) groups) are then generated as a function of background. Alternatively, hyper-fine group cross sections (O(1000 − 10000) groups) can be generated and used in a very simple spatial calculation, usually a pin-cell or an infinite medium. This calculation is used to produce the fine group cross section set.
At the next level, lattice calculations are performed with O(50 − 400) groups. The spatial complexity is increased to model a single assembly in the reactor with reflective boundary conditions. These calculations are generally performed with transport theory with detailed spatial and angular representation, using the method of characteristics, the collision probability method, or the discrete ordinates method. Lattice calculations are used to generate a reactor database, including broad-group cross sections (O(2 − 20) groups) as a function of temperature and burn-up.
Finally, the full core calculation is performed. This increases the spatial scale to that of the full reactor, but the angular and spatial detail is decreased to homogenized regions. The industry standard for these calculations is nodal diffusion theory.
Although this approach has been very successful in the modeling of classical light water reactors (LWRs), each energy condensation step introduces errors arising from the approximations involved. As novel reactor types are suggested and complexities are added to existing reactors, the cross section energy condensation process is showing its limitations. For instance, the reflective boundary conditions used at the lattice level assume that there is not much interaction between lattices. While this is a somewhat reasonable assumption in current LWRs, this assumption breaks down as different reactor design ideas are considered. For instance, fast reactors and graphite moderated reactors have much longer mean free paths, causing neighboring effects to be more pronounced. These issues can even be seen in more familiar reactor types. For instance, they are seen in LWRs with MOX assemblies neighboring UO 2 assemblies.
Recondensation
In order to move to higher fidelity and more flexible solution methodologies, the multi-level framework must either be modified or avoided. Although full core continuous energy Monte Carlo simulations are now possible [2, 3] , these are not yet suitable for use in design and operational calculations. Similarly, full core deterministic transport calculations are being considered. These, too, are not suitable for design and operational calculations, and they still require cross sections from a similar multi-level approach.
Recent work has sought to retain computational efficiency by modifying rather than avoiding the multilevel framework. By introducing a feedback loop into the procedure, cross sections can be improved. For instance, if information from the full core solution can be used to influence the cross sections used for the full core solution through an iterative process, the solution can be significantly improved. This idea is seen in the Discrete Generalized Multigroup method [4] , in similar work with the Consistent Generalized Energy Condensation method [5] , and in a somewhat different form in the Embedded Self-Shielding Method [6] .
Methods Description

Discrete Generalized Multigroup Method
The improved recondensation procedure presented here uses the Discrete Generalized Multigroup (DGM) method. This framework was first introduced in [7, 8] and has been further developed in [4, 9, 10] . For completeness, this method is presented here. Notation used in this paper has been changed compared to previous publications in order to improve clarity.
First, consider the multigroup transport equation:
Isotropic scattering is assumed for simplicity but is not a requirement of this derivation. Likewise, the k-eigenvalue formulation is presented, but can easily be extended to time dependent problems. The fine group total cross section is assumed not to be a function ofΩ.
Next, the energy groups are divided into coarse groups. Each fine group g is assumed to be contained inside some coarse group G:
Discrete basis functionsξ G i are introduced. In this notation, the argument of the basis function is assumed to be shifted such that the fine group index can be used directly. The superscript G indicates the coarse group and thus also implies the number of fine groups in that coarse group. The discrete basis functions can be any number of basis sets. Because this derivation assumes unity weights and orthogonal bases, Discrete Legendre Polynomials or Discrete Cosine Transforms (Type II) are implied. However, Discrete Tchebyshev Polynomials, Discrete Wavelet Transforms, or various other basis choices can be used with only minor alterations to the derivation. Each term is multiplied by the discrete basis function and summed over the fine groups in the coarse
Flux moments are then defined as:
DGM cross sections are defined as:
In the definition of the DGM cross sections, the total cross section is split into two terms, Σ t,0,G and δ i,G .
Σ t,0,g is defined so as not to depend onΩ, and δ i,G is a correction term to retain the angular dependence.
This formulation enhances stability, as it avoids putting higher order flux moments-which may be arbitrarily small-in the denominator.
The DGM equations are then:
The zeroth order, or i = 0, DGM equation is entirely equivalent to a coarse group multigroup problem with cross sections collapsed by the standard procedure. The higher order, i > 0, equations are purely absorbing fixed source equations, the solution to which give shape information regarding the fine group flux.
Because the right hand side of the higher order equations do not depend upon their own solutions, they are not eigenproblems. This is most easily seen by recasting the equations in operator notation:
where T is the streaming and collision transport operator, S is the scattering matrix, F is the fission matrix, Ψ and Φ are the angular and scalar flux vectors, and the subscripts are the energy moments.
After solving these equations, the fine group flux can be unfolded from the flux moments:
where a i is a property of the chosen discrete basis set.
This unfolded flux is an approximation of the fine group flux. However, it is limited in accuracy by the choice of the guessed flux used to weight the DGM cross sections from Eqs. 6-10.
Recognizing that the unfolded flux is a better approximation to the true solution than the initial guessed flux, an intuitive procedure is to add an iteration step to the DGM procedure. Because cross sections are initially condensed with a guessed flux and subsequently condensed again with an improved flux, this iteration procedure is called recondensation.
When a flat in-mesh flux approximation is used, the DGM equations are fully consistent with the fine group transport problem. Thus, the recondensation procedure will converge to the true fine group flux [4] .
However, this procedure was introduced not to fully compute the fine group flux but rather to improve condensed cross sections with a relatively few number of iteration steps. If a higher order in-mesh flux approximation is used (e.g. diamond difference, step characteristics), spatial inconsistencies arise, but significant accuracy can still be obtained [11] .
In the multi-level approach of Sec. 1, this allows information from one level to be fed back to the previous level to improve the coarsened cross sections. For instance, if DGM is used on a core level calculation and unfolds the flux to the energy structure of the lattice calculation, corrections to account for reflective boundary conditions improperly representing neighboring effects can be captured. If used on a lattice level calculation, unfolding to the energy structure of the self-shielding level, spatial self-shielding effects not previously captured can be picked up.
In previous work by Zhu [4] , the recondensation procedure was not found to be stable in general. This was addressed by adding a flux update step after the unfolding. A flux update is a single purely absorbing fine group sweep using a fixed source built from the unfolded spectrum:
Initial work to address stability concerns was presented in [12] . This work is expanded and explored more deeply in this paper.
Fixed Point Iteration
The recondensation procedure discussed previously is an example of fixed point iteration. Details regarding this class of problems are presented here.
Fixed point iteration is the process of solving the equation x = Ax, where x is a vector and A is some operator that can act on x. A given operator may have a unique fixed point, no fixed points, or multiple fixed points.
Picard Iteration
The most intuitive solution technique is Picard iteration or the sequence of successive approximations [13] . The scheme starts with a guessed solution vector x (0) , and subsequent iterates x (n) are obtained by applying the operator:
In practice, a solution is obtained when the difference between successive iterates, under some norm || · ||, is within a tolerance :
This procedure, however, is not guaranteed to converge in general. Rather, it requires that the operator A be contractive. For any two vectors y 1 and y 2 , that is:
This is equivalent to requiring the distance between successive Picard iterates decreases. Also, because at the solution x * , the equality Ax * = x * holds true, this implies that each successive iterate more closely approximates the solution than the previous:
An operator in which Picard iteration is convergent can be categorized as a θ-contraction:
The value of θ can be used to determine a bound on the convergence rate of Picard iteration, with smaller values of θ leading to faster convergence.
Krasnoselskij Iteration
If an operator does not satisfy the contractive condition in Eq. 18, another iteration scheme is needed to solve the fixed point problem. The Krasnoselskij iteration [14, 13] is one such iteration procedure. With λ ∈ (0, 1] as a fixed parameter, it is given by:
In the case of λ = 1, this reduces exactly to Picard iteration. More generally, Krasnoselskij is equivalent to Picard iteration where the operator is taken to be A λ = (1 − λ)I + λA, with I being the identity operator.
This modified operator A λ requires a weaker condition on the operator A for convergence of the iteration:
that it be Lipschitzian [13] . That is, there exists a finite L > 0 such that:
In practice, the value of λ is a degree of freedom in an implementation of Krasnoselskij iteration. For a given operator, there exists some λ max above which the iteration procedure will not be stable. In general, λ max need not be the optimal choice of λ for the fastest convergence. In fact, in some cases where Picard iteration converges, Krasnoselskij iteration with λ < 1 may converge faster.
Thus, there is also an optimal value λ opt for which Krasnoselskij iteration converges the fastest. One must define the meaning of optimal in this context. In mathematics literature, λ opt is obtained by minimizing the effective θ from Eq. 20 [13] . However, this provides the optimal bound on the convergence rate but not necessarily the optimal convergence rate. For this study λ opt will be considered the value of λ for which a solution within a given tolerance is achieved in the fewest iterations. Note that by this definition, λ opt may be a function of not only the operator A but also the starting guess x (0) .
Mann Iteration
Another fixed point iteration scheme is Mann iteration [13] , a straightforward extension of Krasnoselskij.
In Mann, λ is replaced with a (n) ∈ (0, 1] which is allowed to vary by iteration:
For many problems, stability issues are magnified near the fixed point. Mann iteration allows larger steps to be taken when far from the fixed point and smaller steps near the solution to preserve stability.
Of course, many other iteration schemes exist, but these are not presented here.
Cross Section Group Structures
Two cross section group structures are used in this study, the SHEM361 and NG2042 structures.
The SHEM361 structure [15, 16] was introduced to reduce the need for self-shielding calculation for
low-lying resonances. The most common and significant isotopes encountered in reactor simulations, including actinides, fission products, absorbers, moderators/coolants, and structural materials were considered. The whole of these isotopes' resonance structure was considered up to 11.4 keV. Above this range, significant effects such as threshold reactions and other large resonances in U-238 were considered. The mesh sought to account for issues such as the mutual self-shielding effects of overlapping low-lying resonances.
The NG2042 structure is introduced by the author as a compromise between using a true ultrafine library and using a tractable number of groups in calculations. A mesh like SHEM361 does not behave as an ultrafine library, as resonances are not fully resolved. A true ultrafine library introduces significant complications, including long run times and large memory requirements. The NG2042 structure makes no attempt to optimize group selection and is certainly inadequate to resolve resonances. However, it has enough groups that libraries using it behave much like ultrafine libraries while having a more reasonable runtime.
In the thermal region, NG2042 uses the TRESFIN 524-group energy block used in CEA's 11,276-group structure [17] . Above thermal energies, groups are given equal lethargy widths of ∆u = 1 /100. The result is a 2042-group energy mesh.
Simplest Example of Stability Issues
Description
In order to study the stability of the DGM procedure, consider the simplest possible DGM problem: two fine groups mapped to a single coarse group in an infinite medium. For simplicity, there is no up-scattering and all fission neutrons are born in the fast group. For this problem, the fine group equations are:
The discrete basis set is chosen to be Discrete Legendre Orthogonal Polynomials:
The flux moments are then:
and the unfolded flux is:
The DGM equations are thus:
where the DGM cross sections are given by:
Because this is an eigenproblem, the solution φ 1 φ 2 T has a multiplicative degree of freedom. Thus, it can be fully defined with the thermal-to-fast flux ratio f = φ2 /φ1.
The standard solution methodology is to cast the DGM problem as a fixed-point iteration. The DGM equations take guesses of φ 1 and φ 2 -or equivalently f -as an input to collapse the cross sections with Eqs. 29-33. They are then solved to produce updated values,φ 1 andφ 2 orf . The DGM operator is notated as D. The updated values can be used to define the input for the next iteration. The solution is achieved when f =f within some tolerance.
The most intuitive fixed point iteration scheme is Picard iteration, described in Sec. 2.2.1:
Numerical Examples
Now, consider a numerical example with this simple problem. Take the fine group cross sections to be:
Using f 0 = 1 as the starting seed for Picard iteration, the true solution of f = 0.1765 and k = 0.8403 is obtained within 10 −5 on eigenvalue in 39 iterations.
Next, consider a second problem in which the same cross sections are used, changing only the value of Σ t,2 :
Again using f 0 = 1 as the starting seed for Picard iteration, the true solution of f = 0.1111 and k = 0.7937
is not obtained. Rather than approaching this solution, the iterates quickly diverge. Negative fluxes are seen after only a single iteration.
To understand this behavior, consider the stability requirements of Picard iteration, as presented in Sec. 2.2.1. The requirement that the operator be contractive is equivalent to requiring the spectral radius of the operator be less than unity. For a univariate fixed point scheme such as this one, the spectral radius ρ is the magnitude of the derivative of the output y with respect to the input x:
By evaluating the DGM operator over a full range of input f values, a plot of input versus output and the derivative can be generated. Figure 1 shows this plot for the first case, with Σ t,2 = 2 cm −1 ; Fig. 2 shows this plot for the second case, with Σ t,2 = 3 cm −1 .
In these plots, the solution is the intersection of f (x) and the line y = x. At the solution, for the first case, the magnitude of the derivative is seen to be less than unity; thus, a Picard iteration procedure starting in a neighborhood about the solution is expected to converge to the solution.
For the second case, the magnitude of the derivative is seen to be greater than unity at the solution; thus, the scheme is unstable, and Picard iteration is not expected to converge to the solution from any starting guess.
Even in this extremely simple example, stability issues pertaining to the DGM recondensation procedure can be seen. For any physical problem, without modification, the DGM procedure cannot be expected to be stable in general. The following section will explore means of improving the stability characteristics. 
Flux Updates
In past work [4] , stability concerns were addressed through the use of flux updates, previously shown as Eq. 15. These flux updates add a fine group fixed source sweep to the operator, making Picard iteration stable. The unfolded flux from the solution of the DGM equations is used to build a fixed scattering and fission source, and a transport sweep is performed to obtain a new flux. For the simple problem presented in Sec. 3.1, the flux update is simply:
When a flux update is added to the DGM operator in the simple example, the previously unstable case, with Σ t,2 = 3 cm −1 , stably converges to the true solution. The flux update essentially provides the convergence properties of the fine group problem. Figure 3 shows the input versus output and derivative plot. The magnitude of the derivative at the solution is less than unity, and so the procedure is expected to be convergent, as is observed in practice.
If DGM is thought of as a multigrid procedure in energy, flux updates are essentially the smoother applied at the fine grid. However, as increasingly difficult problems are encountered, several consecutive flux updates may be needed to obtain stability. Also, for these difficult problems, flux updates become increasingly expensive and can represent a large fraction of the overall computational time associated with the method.
Krasnoselskij Iteration
A simple potential fix for DGM stability without turning to flux updates or modifying the operator in any way is the Krasnoselskij iteration, presented in Sec. 2.2.2. For a general DGM problem, with eigenvector ψ andψ ≡ D(ψ), this is:
Consider again the second case of the simple example, with Σ t,2 = 3 cm −1 . Using λ = 0.7, the procedure is found to stably converge to the true solution. With a convergence criteria of 10 −5 on eigenvalue, 39
iterations are required to reach the solution.
In the same simple example, if all cross sections are held constant aside from Σ t,2 , larger values of Σ t,2
require smaller values of λ for stability. For example, a value of Σ t,2 = 100 cm −1 requires λ 0.02. Although choosing a very small value of λ ensures stability for any conditions, it also greatly slows convergence. Table 1 summarizes the iterations required to reach the solution for various choices of Σ t,2 and λ. This clearly shows that choosing very low values of λ can slow the convergence process greatly. It also clearly demonstrates the Consider now a larger problem, that of an infinite medium of a UO 2 -water mixture with the SHEM361 group structure. Number densities are given in Tab. 2. The coarse-to-fine group map is taken to be a 361 → 12 group map with approximately 30 fine groups in each coarse group. Type II DCTs are used as the discrete basis set. Without flux updates, this problem is unstable with Picard iteration. However, using the Krasnoselskij iteration procedure, convergence can be achieved. The maximum stable value of λ is found to be 0.025. To achieve a convergence of 10 −5 on eigenvalue, 1610 iterations are required. Thus, while
Krasnoselskij allows for stability in the DGM recondensation procedure, the very small values of λ required for stability with an arbitrary group map on realistic data lead to very high computational expense.
Modified Krasnoselskij Iteration
In the 361-group infinite medium example problem, for cases in which the DGM procedure did not converge, large errors were seen to develop in groups that contain resonances. In these groups, fluxes are expected to be near zero. Fluxes are seen to become negative in these groups and, rather than be corrected by the iteration scheme, lead to increasingly large errors.
This observation leads to a possible modification of the Krasnoselskij iteration procedure for improved performance. Because the instabilities appear to be driven by groups with large cross sections, a smaller value of λ can be applied to the flux in those groups, whereas larger values can be applied to the non-resonant groups.
To apply this procedure, one needs to determine the number of sets to split the fine groups into that would have a unique λ value-with these sets being dubbed "levels" for the purposes of this study. Next, λ values must be selected for each level.
This procedure was applied to the SHEM361 infinite medium problem. Three cases are considered:
a one-level, a two-level, and a four-level modified Krasnoselskij iteration procedure. Table 3 It should be noted that the four-level procedure produces a curious convergence behavior. The eigenvalue plateaus with respect to iteration at a few points in the procedure and improves with respect to the reference very quickly between these plateaus. This demonstrates that by selecting λ in a piecewise manner as done here causes the error associated with each subset of groups to be reduced independently. Thus, during the Because of the large number of iterations required to achieve a close approximation of the reference, the modified Krasnoselskij is not a viable solution method. Stability issues arising from large cross sections must be addressed through the choice of group map rather than through carefully chosen λ values.
A similar procedure as the one presented here could be made by applying a carefully selected value of λ in each coarse group rather than each fine group. This would require coarse groups containing resonances to use very small λ values, and so the issue of slow convergence would not be obviated. Although not studied in this work, such a procedure could provide a marginal benefit to a compatible iteration scheme.
Group Map
In the DGM method, a degree of freedom is the selection of the mapping between the fine and coarse group structures. In [10] , the mapping was shown to greatly influence the convergence rate of the recondensation procedure. The observed behavior did not show a simple relationship between the number of coarse groups and the convergence rate. However, because of the use of flux updates in this study, the impact of the group map on stability was not considered.
The selection of the group map is of great importance to the stability characteristics of the method. As seen in the preceding simple 2 group example, relatively small disparities in cross sections can lead to instability.
Ideally, a procedure to improve the stability-i.e. enabling large λ values to be used with Krasnoselskij iteration and reducing the problem dependent nature of the choice of λ-is desired. A well-chosen group map is one way to accomplish this.
To understand the effect of the group map on the stability of the method, consider now a 10 group infinite medium problem as an illustrative example.
In this example, the total cross section is taken to have a large cross section in groups 5-7-analogous to a resonance-and a much smaller but noisy cross section in the other groups, as shown in Fig. 5 . The fission and scattering sources were taken to be as simple as possible so as not to influence the results. Figure 6 shows two potential group maps with three coarse groups. The first is an arbitrarily selected map, which includes an enormous range of magnitudes of cross sections in the second coarse group. The second map still uses three coarse groups, but shifts the boundaries such that the resonance analog is fully contained within the second coarse group.
In both cases, Krasnoselskij iteration can be used to stably converge to the known solution. In the first mapping, the maximum stable choice of the λ parameter was found by trial and error to be 0.23. The fastest converging choice was found to be 0.22, leading to convergence of 10 −5 on the eigenvalue in 64 iterations. In the second mapping, λ values as high as 0.9 are seen to lead to convergence, and a choice of 0.7 leads to convergence in only 17 iterations. This clearly shows a strong relationship between the mapping and the efficiency of the algorithm.
Although this simple illustrative example demonstrates the necessity of a strong choice of a group map, it does not fully define an algorithm to do so. However, these ideas can easily be applied to more substantial problems to create such an algorithm.
With this in mind, possible group maps were investigated. It was found that disparities in cross sections inside coarse groups more strongly affect stability via their ratio than a simple difference. Thus, a group mapping algorithm should seek to limit the ratio of the minimum to maximum total cross section inside a coarse group. It was found that regions with small cross sections do not greatly affect the stability of the solution scheme, even if the ratio of cross sections becomes large. This is a fairly intuitive result, as regions with small reaction rates are unlikely to greatly influence the overall solution. Thus, a group mapping algorithm should not apply the limit on the ratio below a threshold cross section.
In [10] , the maximum number of fine groups per coarse group without compromising stability was sought. Using Discrete Legendre Orthogonal Polynomials, a loss of orthogonality is observed when they are generated with either a recursion relation or directly with a Rodrigues formula. However, with Discrete Cosine Transforms, a loss of orthogonality is not seen, as arbitrary order basis sets can be generated with simple cosine evaluations. However, there is still an optimal number of fine groups per coarse group, as increased computational expense of moment generation will eventually outweigh the savings from the reduction in groups in the eigenproblem. Thus, regardless of the basis, a group mapping algorithm should limit the number of fine groups per coarse group.
Finally, it is recognized that certain group boundaries are convenient for reasons other than stability. For instance, if one desires to generate two-group reaction rates, it is preferred to force a coarse group break at a given two-group boundary. In past work [4] , it was also observed that forcing a group break at the top upscatter group is beneficial computationally for most thermal reactor problems. Forcing group breaks has not been observed to adversely affect stability, and so this can be included in any group mapping algorithm. This leaves us with the following basic algorithm to choose a group map:
Basic algorithm:
1. Limit ratio of smallest to largest cross section in coarse group.
2. Relax ratio condition for coarse groups with only small cross sections.
3. Cap number of fine groups per coarse group. 4 . Force coarse group breaks where desired.
Recommended limits are:
• Smallest to largest cross section ratio: 2
• Small cross section limit: 1.5 cm −1
• Maximum fine groups per coarse group: 60. These limits are likely not optimal, but have been found to lead to stable DGM solutions for all problems considered with Krasnoselskij iteration with λ ≤ 0.7. Both the ratio and small cross section limits were attempted to be maximized while still assuring stability. The maximum number of fine groups per coarse group was less rigorously selected as an attempt to balance moment generation expense with savings from the smaller eigenproblem.
It should be noted that these limits and the optimal λ are certainly problem dependent, but the key is to find a simple algorithm that provides most of the desired effect. The problem dependent nature of the relaxation parameter λ is expected, as it is encountered in other relaxation schemes, including linear solvers and multi-physics calculations. In general, a set of limits that works for all problems is undoubtedly overly conservative for certain problems. Also, the limits could be adjusted to allow other values of λ to be stable, including Picard iteration; however, there is little motivation for this at this time. The balance required for determining the maximum fine groups per coarse group is a function of many variables including the number of unknowns, the dominance ratio, etc. Now, the example problem of an infinite medium comprised of a UO 2 -water mixture with the SHEM361 group structure is revisited with this group mapping algorithm. Consider the two group maps, shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 .
The first arbitrarily sets 9 fine groups per coarse group, resulting in 40 coarse groups. In order for convergence to be achieved, Krasnoselskij iteration is needed with a maximum λ of 0.032. As expected with such a small value of λ, convergence is extremely slow, requiring 404 iterations.
The second map uses the proposed group map algorithm with recommended limits. This also leads to a coarse group structure of 40 coarse groups. In this map, group boundaries are concentrated near the major resonances. In non-resonant fine groups, much larger coarse groups are observed. Krasnoselskij iteration is convergent for all values of λ, including the case of Picard iteration or λ = 1. Only 49 iterations are required for the same level of convergence. It is clear that an informed choice of group map is a necessity for the DGM method without flux updates.
As cases with more groups are considered, it is expected that the ratio of fine groups to coarse groups will decrease. With more groups, resonances are better resolved, leading to lesser disparity in neighboring groups.
Furthermore, in non-resonant energy regimes, many more coarse groups with large numbers of fine groups can be expected.
BWR Core Benchmark
Problem Description
A 1-D computational benchmark problem is used to demonstrate the methods developed in this paper.
The benchmark is adapted from the benchmark problem presented in [8] . BWR reactors are modeled in slab geometry with a series of seven assemblies. Each assembly is made up of two half slabs of water surrounding four fuel slabs. These cores represent both supercritical and subcritical systems, varying amounts of highly absorbing materials present (as gadolinium mixed in with the fuel), and different fissile materials. The geometry is shown in Fig. 9 .
Each fuel slab is 3.2512 cm in width; each water half slab is 1.1176 cm in width. Thus, each assembly is 15.24 cm and the full core is 106.68 cm in width. Core 1 is taken from reference [8] , where it was labeled Core 2. It features a small amount of gadolinium in alternating assemblies. Core 2, introduced for this study, alternates between UO 2 and MOX fueled assemblies. Fuel 1 is a low enriched fuel, with approximately 2% U-235. Fuel 2 is a higher enrichment, with approximately 4% U-235. The MOX fuel is approximately 90% uranium with the higher enrichment and 10% minor actinides. Table 4 gives the isotopic compositions of each of the materials in the benchmark problem.
Solutions are obtained using the discrete ordinates method. A 10-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature is used. Only isotropic scattering is considered. To ensure clarity in the results by maintaining full consistency and isolating the enegy component, the step difference spatial discretization is used. The S 10 solver, used both for a reference and in the DGM equations, is unaccelerated. A uniform mesh spacing of 0.4 cm is used.
Two energy group structures are considered, SHEM361 and NG2042. All calculations were performed in a 
Results
Exploration of the Relaxation Parameter Space
Cores 1 and 2 were solved with several values of λ. Table 5 gives the summary of group maps used for these problems. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show results with the SHEM361 group structure for Cores 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 12 and Fig. 13 show results with the NG2042 group structure for Cores 1 and 2, respectively.
In all cases, the optimal value of λ was found to correspond to the maximum stable value. For both cores with the SHEM361 group structure, the maximum stable value of λ is approximately 0.8. With the NG2042 group structure, clear instabilities are not seen, but the convergence behavior is not as smooth as desired with λ = 1. Thus, the maximum stable value of λ can be considered to be approximately 0.9.
Note, though, that the instabilities set in after the initial improvement in reaction rates from the first few iterations. The value of λ could be reduced after the first few iterations to gain the faster early convergence but avoid the instabilities. This would be a shift from Krasnoselskij iteration to Mann iteration. However, the λ trajectory must be determined a priori if there is to be any benefit. Any algorithm to observe the oscillatory behavior characteristic of instability and adjust λ accordingly would be outperformed by an initially stable choice of λ.
The optimal choice of λ is certainly a problem dependent quantity. However, these results demonstrate that the sensitivy to the choice of λ is not very significant. Thus, rather than seeking to use a truly optimal value, a value that is found to work for most cases can be used to simplify problem setup.
Also in all cases, the convergence behavior is seen to exhibit a shoulder. That is, reaction rate errors decrease quickly for the first several iterations, but ultimately reach a slower asymptotic convergence rate.
Because the desired use of the recondensation procedure is to improve reaction rates with only a few recondensation steps, slow asymptotic convergence is not a concern.
Note that the number of iterations to achieve convergence decreases significantly when moving from the SHEM361 group structure to the NG2042 group structure. This can be explained by considering the fine group structures. The SHEM361 group structure contains very disparate cross sections in neighboring groups, as it represents the resonance structure with very few groups. Thus, the solution is very dependent upon the fine group detail, and the map to a coarse group structure struggles to pick up the spectral effects. For the NG2042 group structure, resonances are represented with many more groups, leading to smoother cross sections. Thus, the influence of the higher order solutions is reduced, and the coarse group solution better 
Comparison of Power Iteration, DGM with Krasnoselskij Iteration, and DGM with Flux Updates
Convergence behavior and timing results for Cores 1 and 2 are compared to power iteration. DGM calculations used Krasnoselskij iteration with the maximum stable λ as determined previously and also with a lesser value of λ. Convergence for these comparisons is defined on the fine group fluxes as:
where N g is the number of fine groups, N ∆x is the number of spatial meshes, and φ (n)
g (x i ) is the flux in fine group g at mesh point x i at iteration n. This is a normalized L 2 norm for the group fluxes. Table 6 shows the group maps used for these comparisons. With the group mapping algorithm (notated as GMA), the same structures as the previous section are used. Without the group mapping algorithm, an equal number of fine groups per coarse group is used for all but the last group. With SHEM361, 30 fine groups per coarse group is used; for NG2042, 50 fine groups per coarse group is used. Table 7 gives timing and iteration comparisons for the SHEM361 group structure. Table 8 gives the same   table for Using the group mapping algorithm, only a single flux update is needed for stability. Without the group Note that in this case, the DGM solution can be accelerated by performing a single power iteration before beginning the DGM procedure. This allows the computational time associated with the DGM solution to be approximately the same as the power iteration results. By alternating between power iterations and DGM recondensation steps, full convergence can be accelerated. This observation was not studied in detail, as accelerating the fine group solution is not the goal of this study. However, this suggests that DGM can be used to accelerate power iteration in some cases. Similar work was previously performed in [9] .
For the NG2042 structure, DGM outperforms power iteration in all stable cases considered. Krasnoselskij iteration requires approximately double the number of iterations as the flux update cases. Although it still is outperformed by the flux update method, the discrepancy is greatly reduced from the SHEM361 case. With the group mapping algorithm, adding additional flux updates does not necessarily provide a computational benefit, as the number of iterations does not decrease at the same rate. Without the group mapping algorithm, 5 flux updates are needed for stability; a single flux update still yields stability with the group mapping algorithm.
Note that some of the discrepancy in times between power iteration and DGM in the NG2042 case can be attributed to growing issues with memory management. As the problem size grows, much of the performance is driven by cache efficiency. Because DGM shrinks the size of the transport problem, it allows the transport solution to be more cache efficient, even in naive implementations. Note that performance-oriented power iteration implementations, such as in the DETRAN discrete ordinates code [18] , can reduce the computational cost of power iteration to that of the unaccelerated DGM solution.
Comparable to the problem dependent nature of the optimal choice of λ with Krasnoselskij iteration, the number of flux updates required for stability with the flux update method is also problem dependent.
However, the group mapping algorithm greatly improves the stability and allows many fewer flux updates to be necessary. The issue of the optimal number of flux updates for minimum computational time remains problem dependent, though.
The breakdown of time spent during the DGM calculations shifts from coarse group transport and higher order solutions with the SHEM361 structure to moment generation with the NG2042 structure. Tables 9 and   10 show the breakdown for a few of the cases considered. The column labeled "CG TE + HO" represents the time spent solving the coarse group transport equation and the higher order equations. 
Conclusions and Future Work
Through consideration of the stability of the Discrete Generalized Multigroup method, two algorithmic changes were proposed to the recondensation procedure. First, the iteration procedure can be relaxed with Krasnoselskij iteration, which allows convergence without flux updates. Second, a group mapping algorithm was developed to improve stability by avoiding large fluctuations in fine group cross section values within a coarse group.
Although the Krasnoselskij iteration scheme was not shown to be a benefit directly in terms of computational expense, it still provides new options for the DGM method. Because it obviates the need for fine group sweeps, Krasnoselskij iteration allows the collision and transport terms in the transport equation to have a different number of energy groups than the source terms, so long as an equivalent coarse group structure is used. Also, it greatly reduces the computational cost per DGM iteration, which could be a benefit in calculations where full convergence is not desired; rather, fast improvement over the initial coarse group solution could be desired.
The group mapping algorithm was shown to greatly improve stability, allowing values of λ much closer to unity with Krasnoselskij iteration or many fewer flux updates with the standard recondensation procedure.
For future work, the group mapping algorithm presented here could potentially be improved by considering reaction rates rather than total cross sections to determine group boundaries. In this case, the group map would change from iteration to iteration, adding some slight complication to the iteration process and measures of convergence.
With large numbers of groups, the bulk of the computational expense with DGM is in the computation of scattering moments. However, the nature of DGM allows novel approaches to approximating the scattering kernel. As future work, the coarse group scattering kernel and moments could be generated on the fly inexpensively. Alternatively, the aformentioned scattering matrix with a different energy mesh than the collision terms is also feasible to implement.
